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Create a reproducible RDF representation
of the state of knowledge

concerning the temporal sequences of time intervals

Our Aim



Correspondence analysis and chronology



Correspondence analysis and chronology

   ⬅ Seriation of the Hallstatt A period in the region of Munich (Eggert
2008: 208 Fig. 49)

    ⬆ CA of bell beakers of the Rhine-Main-Necker complex
(Müller/Hinz/Ullrich 2015: 59 Fig. 6.2)



Method test with Roman emperors



Results in 3D and 2D of a CA of Roman Emperors and reigning years

Domitian 2nd Consulate

blue: time intervals
red: emperors

earlylate
timeinterval emperor years



The Alligator Method (Part 1)
  github.com/RGZM/alligator



● Each emperor has a starting and end year (e.g. Traian: 98-117 AD)
● Most - but not all - time intervals have a starting and end year

(e.g. 2nd Half First Century: 50-100 AD)
● Some intervals have unknown floating (=schwebend) starting and/or 

end years (e.g. the unknown time period of the 2nd Domitian 
consulate)

● The horizontal CA dimension axis defines the amount of overlap 
between the time intervals

The Alligator Method - Starting situation



● Step 1: All 3D distances between the CA time periods are calculated
● Step 2: The nearest 3D CA neighbours for start and end years of the 

floating intervals towards intervals with fixed values are located
● Step 3: the result is stored as a “calculated virtual fuzzy year”
● Step 4: the intermediate result of the fixed and floating time intervals 

is stored as a list of “virtual fuzzy start and end years” 

The Alligator Method - Procedures Part 1



Aim: date “Domitioan Consulate2” and get the “virtual fuzzy start and end years”



Result: “virtual fuzzy start and end years” for “Domitioan Consulate2” 

81 96



Result: fixed and floating time intervals as a full list of “virtual fuzzy start and end years”

81 96



Result: virtual fuzzy years of Roman emperors in a virtual timeline



Allen Interval Algebra



Allen Interval Algebra - The Basics



Alligator Ontology
https://rgzm.github.io/alligator/vocab   



The Alligator Ontology for modeling the results in RDF (Vättern Edition)

https://rgzm.github.io/alligator/vocab/ 

http://www.visualdataweb.de/webvowl/#iri=https://raw.githubusercontent.com
/RGZM/alligator/master/docs/vocab/alligator.rdf 

https://github.com/RGZM/alligator/blob/master/docs/vocab/alligator.rdf

https://rgzm.github.io/alligator/vocab/
http://www.visualdataweb.de/webvowl/#iri=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/RGZM/alligator/master/docs/vocab/alligator.rdf
http://www.visualdataweb.de/webvowl/#iri=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/RGZM/alligator/master/docs/vocab/alligator.rdf
https://github.com/RGZM/alligator/blob/master/docs/vocab/alligator.rdf


The Alligator Method (Part 2)
  github.com/RGZM/alligator



What does the Alligator method do? - The Method

● Step 5: the “virtual fuzzy years” are transformed to relative time 
intervals using Allen interval algebra

● Step 6: create a RDF representation in order to achieve a 
representation of the state of knowledge concerning the temporal 
sequences of time intervals, which is transparent, interoperable, 
semantically described and machine readable

● Step 7: visualisation of the results
● Step 8: look for contradictions
● Step 9: resolve them and start with step 1



Result: relative Allen time intervals of Roman emperors



Result: relative Allen time intervals of Roman emperors as RDF graph



Use of the virtual timeline for detecting contradictions

    ⬆ by http://www.ultracoloringpages.com



Alligator for ‘ChronoCongo’
github.com/dirkseidensticker/ChronoCongo



Study Area: Map of important sites in Central Africa



Pottery sequences for the Iron Age in western Central Africa



Pottery sequence for the Sangha region in the north-western Congo Basin



From the literature into the data world



Correspondence analysis in multiple iterations

4-2

4-12-1

2-2



Alligator Output of the virtual fuzzy years based on the ‘ChronoCongo’ data as a virtual timeline



Alligator Output of the Allen relations based on the ‘ChronoCongo’ dataset



RDF based modelling of relative and absolute chronological data is now reproducible and machine readable, but ...



… visualizations that are a meaningful representation of the data are hard to come by.
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